TRAMCO CLASSROOM & HANDS ON TRAINING MODULE

Tramco’s classroom & hands on training module, offers your facility a unique opportunity, which encourages growth and forward thinking in your operators & maintenance team members. By increasing efficiency, information provided by an industry leader of more than 40 years, will allow your team members to develop a confidence built on familiarity of the conveyors running in the facility. The more confident your team members are the more proficient they will be in their daily job.

Training offered in this module includes these points:

- Review all conveyors onsite
- Review of all conveyor components
- Review of chain assembly
- Review the gates & functions, if applicable
- Review shaft seals, head & tail
- Review sprockets, tightness, alignment etc.
- Review proper chain tension, as well as identify chain stretch
- During hands on training portion of module, conveyor(s) will be in the primary running set up, allowing visual review of the entire conveyor(s).

Tramco’s aftermarket team will provide an accurate description and expectation of the conveyor(s) your facility has, in order for your team members on the operations and maintenance staffs to be more efficient at keeping your facility and the conveyors contained in the process performing at the pinnacle of their capabilities.

Cost for the Tramco Training Module service is $1,555.00 per day, based upon an 8 hour day at site. Included in this cost are all expenses for Tramco’s Technical Manager or Tramco’s Field Service Engineer to perform the training per your allotted time.

If you are interested in scheduling our team to site for the training, please call:

Kevin Byfield, Field Service Engineer  |  316.247.5464
Mark Cloud, Technical Manager  |  316.491.8221

Tramco looks forward to the opportunity to provide this service to your facility.